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Abstract

Multi-scale computational approaches have been applied to investigate the catalytic mechanisms of (i) yeast mitochondrial threonyl-tRNA synthetase (MST1) pre-transfer editing and, (ii) glutamine deamination by glucosamine-6-phosphate synthase (GlmS).

**MST1**: MD and QM/MM-MD methods were used to examine (i) differences in the binding of its cognate and non-cognate Thr- and Ser-AMP substrates respectively, and (ii) mechanism of hydrolytic pre-transfer editing. In contrast to bound Thr-AMP, bound Ser-AMP is less constrained; i.e., greater positional variability, and as a result more waters are able to permeate the active site. Mechanistically, Thr-AMP hydrolysis occurs in two steps via a tetrahedral oxyanion intermediate. For Ser-AMP, however, formation of the oxyanion proceeds via a metastable intermediate while the second step, cleavage of the C_carb-OP bond, occurs as for Thr-AMP with similar energy barriers. Umbrella sampling shows that mechanism differences are due to a greater number of active site waters stabilizing the forming oxyanion in Ser-AMP, compared to Thr-AMP. As a result, the relative free energies of the rate-limiting barriers as well as that of the hydrolyzed products for Thr-AMP (14-19 and 4-10 kcal mol^{-1}, respectively) are markedly higher than for Ser-AMP (7-12 and 0-5 kcal mol^{-1}, respectively). That is, MST1 thermodynamically and kinetically preferentially edits against non-cognate substrate Ser-AMP, in agreement with experiment.

**GlmS**: MD and QM/MM studies were performed to examine the (i) protonation state of the mechanistically important amine of its N-terminal cysteinyl (Cys1) and its effect on its glutaminase domain and, (ii) mechanism by which it deaminates its glutamine substrate. Proton affinity studies suggest that at physiological pH, the Cys1-NH\textsubscript{2} group prefers to be neutral, and that if protonated, the active site is structurally less consistent. When the Cys1-NH\textsubscript{2} group acts as the required mechanistic base the rate limiting step
corresponds to nucleophilic attack of a water on the covalently cross-linked thioester intermediate with a free energy barrier of 78.2 kJ mol$^{-1}$. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Computational Studies of Multi-Active Site Enzymes
1.1 Introduction

Enzymes are amino acid-based biological catalysts that are critical for carrying out life-essential reactions in all living systems. Consequently, over the decades they have been the focus of numerous studies into their structure, functions, inhibition etc. In particular, naturally, many of these studies have examined their catalytic mechanisms and the origin of their rate-enhancing power.\textsuperscript{1,2} This has resulted in a range of effects being proposed as the sources of their catalytic abilities including, but not limited to: 1) proximity effects, in which the enzyme places the reactants in a favourable conformation for reaction,\textsuperscript{3} 2) transition state stabilization, in which active site residues stabilizes the rate limiting step of the reaction,\textsuperscript{3,4} and 3) alternative reaction pathway, in which a different, lower energy path is taken to arrive at the product from the reactant.\textsuperscript{3}

Conventionally, enzymes were viewed as having a single active site and that such sites catalyze a single specific reaction. However, with the advent of new techniques in enzymology, our understanding of their roles and functions has been gradually evolving. For instance, it is now known that some enzymes are able to catalyze several different reactions within a single active site while others do not follow the one enzyme-one active site principle. In fact, several enzymes that harbour more than one catalytic domain can facilitate several different reactions,\textsuperscript{5-8}

In the latter enzymes the active sites may be in constant communication with each other. In this work, communication is defined as the direct or indirect interaction between active sites. For example, the products of one domain may be passed onto another catalytic domain on the same enzyme where it then can undergo reaction.\textsuperscript{9-11} This could be evolutionarily advantageous by increasing the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme without the need for further protein recruitment.
1.2 Aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetases

Amongst multi-active site enzymes, however, there are differences depending on the purpose(s) of the secondary active site.\textsuperscript{9-11} For example, in some they may catalyse a reaction quite distinct from that performed by the first active site. Alternatively, it may partake in proofreading and cleavage of incorrect products from the primary active site. This is the case for many aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetases (aaRS), an ancient class of enzymes, where many members boast both an acylation domain and an editing domain.\textsuperscript{11} Remarkably, aaRS are able to achieve a stated error rate of 1 in 10000 and consequently, have been referred to as “paradigms” of molecular specificity.\textsuperscript{12} The acylation domain is responsible for charging the aaRSs cognate tRNA with the correct amino acids, and utilizes the two half reactions shown in Scheme 1.1 This active site may also facilitate pre-transfer editing (Scheme 1.2a). For example, studies of isoleucyl-tRNA synthetases showed that its acylation site could hydrolyze valine, leading to the first reported discovery of pre-transfer editing.\textsuperscript{13} Likewise, other amino acids (ex. methionyl tRNA synthetases) are also able to discern against chemically similar, but non-cognate amino acids such as the toxic homocysteine and homoserine.\textsuperscript{14}

In contrast, the editing domain is responsible for cleavage of non-cognate aminoacyl moieties from the tRNA, also known as post-transfer editing (Scheme 1.2b) in cases where the first active site has mischarged the tRNA.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{Scheme 1.1} The two half-reactions catalysed by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases in charging their cognate tRNA: (a) activation, (b) acylation.
Scheme 1.2. The two known hydrolysis mechanisms of threonyl-tRNA synthetase: (a) pre-transfer editing, (b) post-transfer editing.

The roles of the editing domains of aaRSs have been experimentally and computationally studied.[12-14,16,17] For example, it has been experimentally shown that the mammalian threonyl tRNA synthetases (ThrRS) are able to discern between the cognate threonine and non-cognate serine amino acids.[11] This is remarkable given that these amino acids differ only by a methyl (CH$_3$) in their side-chains. More recently, Yeast Mitochondrial Threonyl-tRNA (MST1) has gained attention as a model enzyme to study pre-transfer editing due to its lack of a distal editing domain.[15] Experimental evidence
from AMP-formation assays have suggested that the hydrolysis of aminoacyl-AMP is possible without the presence of tRNA in the acylation domain.\textsuperscript{12}

### 1.3 Glucosamine-6-phosphate Synthase

In contrast to aaRS, where the secondary active site functions as an editing domain, many multi-active site enzymes utilize their primary and secondary active sites synergistically to catalyze the final product\textsuperscript{5-8}. For example, a subclass of glutamine-dependent amidotransferase (Gn-AT) enzymes, called Class II amidotransferases, share a common glutaminase active site.\textsuperscript{9} More specifically, they are proposed to utilize a catalytic N-terminal cysteinyl (Cys1) to hydrolyze and remove ammonia from glutamine, releasing glutamic acid as a by-product (Equation 1.1). It is noted that the activation of the cysteinyl thiol group by formation of a thiolate has been mainly attributed to the terminal amine (NH\textsubscript{2}) of the Cys1 residue.\textsuperscript{9}

\[
\text{Glutamine} + H_2O \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{Glutamic Acid} + NH_3 \quad \text{(Eq. 1.1)}
\]

\[
\text{Accepter} + NH_3 \quad \longrightarrow \quad \text{Product} \quad \text{(Eq. 1.2)}
\]

The ammonia product from the first active site is then shuttled from the glutaminase domain to a second active site, through a water-sealed ammonia channel, more than 20 Å away.\textsuperscript{18} It has been noted that most enzymes in this class can also use free exogenous ammonia.\textsuperscript{9} The ammonia is subsequently used to create a variety of products at the synthase site depending on the identity of the actual enzyme (Equation 1.2).\textsuperscript{9}

This class of enzymes is particularly important as they play key roles in a number of important metabolic reactions. For example, inhibition of glucosamine-6-phosphate synthase (GlmS) was found to alleviate diabetes in humans.\textsuperscript{19} In addition, its crucial role in other species are evident as the deletion of GlmS was lethal in both fungi and insects.\textsuperscript{19} This is not surprising as GlmS synthesizes the precursor to UDP-N-acetylglucosamine,
which itself is the precursor to a number of crucial products, such as: peptidoglycan, lipopolysaccharide (LPS), chitin, and other glycoproteins.\textsuperscript{19} Other Gn-ATs also play a central role in the synthesis of key biomolecules such as purines (Glutamine PRPP Amidotransferase), pyrimidine (Carbomyl Phosphate Synthetase), asparagine (Asparagine Synthetases), and glutamate (Glutamate Synthetase), among many others.\textsuperscript{9}

Despite the prevalence of multi-functional and/or multi-active site enzymes in biochemistry, the mode of information exchange between two or more active sites remains unclear. The complete understanding of the enzyme can only be achieved if the mechanistic details of each individual domains are elucidated. In this thesis, computational modelling approaches have been applied to investigate and attempt to shed light upon two exemplar multi-active site proteins – aaRS and Gn-AT.

1.4 References


Chapter 2: Overview of Computational Methods

X-ray Crystal Structure

Molecular Dynamics

QM/MM


2.1 Introduction

Computational Chemistry is the use of computers to apply the theory of quantum chemistry to the study of chemical problems. This emerging field is crucial for understanding and rationalizing interactions at the atomic-scale, which is not observable by the naked eye. Computational studies often complement and give insights to experimental results. In the pharmaceutical industry for example, rational drug design processes are often guided initially by computationally scanning thousands of drug candidates.\(^1\) In the later stages, experimental methods could synthesize those drugs which show promise.

In this chapter, several computational methodologies as applicable to enzymology will be introduced. For a clear understanding, it is a requirement to understand Schrödinger’s Equation.

2.2 Schrödinger’s Equation

Quantum Mechanics (QM) is a branch of physics that govern the behavior of subatomic particles including position, momentum, and energy. Many of these properties could be extracted from the time-dependent non-relativistic wavefunction (Eq. 2.1).\(^2\)

\[
\hat{H}\psi(r, t) = i\hbar \frac{d\psi}{dt} \quad \text{Eq. 2.1}
\]

In the above equation, \(\hat{H}\) is the Hamiltonian energy operator and \(\psi(r, t)\) defines the position of the subatomic particles. The time-dependent wavefunction is important when studying systems in which electron excitation occurs (ex. photon emission, radiative damage of DNA, photosynthesis).\(^3,4\) In most cases however, the time-independent form is sufficient to accurately describe the behavior of molecular systems (Eq. 2.2).\(^4\) The eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian operator (E), is the energy of the system.
\[ \hat{H} \psi(r) = E \psi(r) \]  
Eq. 2.2

The complete Hamiltonian operator (Eq. 2.3) takes into account both the kinetic energy and potential energies of the nucleus and electrons.

\[
\hat{H} = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \nabla_i^2 - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{a=1}^{M} \frac{1}{M_a} \nabla_a^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j>i}^{N} \frac{1}{r_{ij}} + \sum_{a=1}^{M} \sum_{b>a}^{M} \frac{Z_a Z_b}{r_{ab}} - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{a=1}^{M} \frac{Z_a}{r_{ia}} \]  
Eq. 2.3

The first two terms describe the kinetic energy contribution of the nuclei and electrons, respectively. The next three terms describe the potential energy generated by coulombic interactions between electrons, nuclei, and nucleus-electron, respectively. Unfortunately, Eq. 2.3 cannot be solved exactly but for the simplest of atoms. Consequently, approximations to the exact solution are required.\(^5\)

Quantum calculations assume that electrons move in a field of positive nuclei due to the nucleus being three orders of magnitude larger than the mass of the electrons.\(^5\) This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which gives the electronic energy (Eq. 2.4). The nuclei-nuclei interaction energy is now a constant (\(V_{NN}\)) that could be added at the end of the calculation.\(^6\)

\[
\hat{H}_{et} = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \nabla_i^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j>i}^{N} \frac{1}{r_{ij}} - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{a=1}^{M} \frac{Z_a}{r_{ia}} \]  
Eq. 2.4

Unfortunately, Eq. 2.4 is often impossible to be solve because the wavefunction of two or more electrons are inseparable since they interact through coulombic repulsion. The math for a three-body system is too complex, and a variety of approximations were devised (section 2.3).
2.3 Quantum Mechanical Description of Molecules

Several different quantum mechanical methods exist to model the reactivity and behavior of molecules, including: 1) Ab-initio approach, 2) Semi-Empirical Calculation (SE), and 3) Density Functional Theory (DFT). These calculations are needed when accuracy is required, such as modelling kinetics, charge distributions, and transition states. Sole use of QM calculations on a system are called QM-Cluster calculations.

2.4 Ab-initio Wavefunction Methods

The Hatree-Fock (HF) Method was one of the first to model electronic energy by breaking down the many-electron equation wavefunction into simpler single-electron problems. It takes into account the electron-electron coulombic interactions by an average potential field generated by all other electrons, rather than explicit electron-electron repulsion terms. This is known as the central field approximation (CFA). CFA results in an erroneous assumption of HF, which is that the probability of finding an electron only depends on its distance from the nucleus, and not its distance from other electrons. It often leads to deviations from experimental values due to a lack of electron correlation.

Consequently, many later methods introduced approximations for treating electron correlations, which are collectively known as post-Hartree-Fock methods. In conjunction with HF, they are known as ab-initio methods. These include methods introduced in the early 1930s, including Configuration Interaction (CI), Møller-Plesset (MP2, MP3, etc.), and Coupled Cluster (CC). Some of these methods, such as CI, are in theory, exact, but also suffer higher computational costs.

2.5 Semi-Empirical Wavefunction Methods

Semi-Empirical Methods (SE) offer a compromise between speed and accuracy. SE are significantly faster for calculations because they replace many expensive and difficult
integral calculations with values obtained from experimental, ab-initio, or DFT calculations. For this reason, they could sometimes be more accurate than HF approach. SE methods also ignore core electrons.\textsuperscript{7} Many modern SE methods are based on Modified Neglect of Diatomic Overlap (MNDO) Method, which is based on the HF method.\textsuperscript{9} Over the years, AM\textsubscript{x}, and PM\textsubscript{x} methods have gradually improved on the MNDO method.\textsuperscript{10} The AM\textsubscript{1} method, introduced by James Stewart, improved the accuracy of atomic repulsions and hydrogen bonding.\textsuperscript{11} PM\textsubscript{3} is almost exactly identical to AM\textsubscript{1}, except that it aimed to use a different set of parametrization data set without human biases.\textsuperscript{12} PM\textsubscript{6} built upon the PM\textsubscript{3} by using a larger set of parametrization data, and attempted to improve accuracy by pairwise parameters in addition to element-specific parameters.\textsuperscript{13} It has been shown to work well for phosphorus, molybdenum, and magnesium, and is recommended for studying phosphates.\textsuperscript{14-16} DFTB is a SE method based on Density Functional Theory (DFT), which has had successful application to a number of biomolecules.\textsuperscript{17} In conclusion, certain SE methods give better results with some systems, and choosing the most compatible method is a necessary part of any theoretical study.

2.6 Density Functional Theory Methods

Since its discovery, Density Functional Theory (DFT) has become the method of choice for QM calculation. DFT calculates chemical properties using electron density which offers accuracy comparable to MP\textsubscript{2} at a fraction of the computational cost.\textsuperscript{7} There are five main types of functionals for DFT calculations: 1) Local Density Approximation (LDA), 2) Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA), and 3) Hybrid Functionals, 4) Meta-GGA, and 5) Meta-Hybrid Functionals. The differences between these functionals is in their approach to approximate the exchange-correlation.\textsuperscript{18} Poor approximations gives rise to problems in treating dispersion and van der Waals Forces. The B3LYP functional is a GGA approach which popularized DFT.\textsuperscript{19} It was found to reproduce experimental values closely, and is still the gold standard used today. Recently however, Donald
Trhular developed the M06-2X meta-hybrid functional. M06-2X was found to describe chemical kinetics and long-range interactions more accurately than B3LYP as confirmed through many independent studies. Consequently, the search for better and more accurate methods and functionals is still an active part of chemical research.

### 2.7 Significance of Different Basis Sets

Basis sets are set of functions used to describe the shape of the orbitals of an atom. Orbital descriptions rarely use the computationally expensive, but accurate Slater type orbitals (STO): \( e^{-\xi r} \) because a linear combination of Gaussian type orbitals (GTO): \( e^{-\xi_{ij} r^2} \) give very accurate results. Most SE calculations have a predefined basis set, while ab initio and DFT allow the user to specify the basis set used. The shape of all orbitals take the following form (Eq. 2.5):

\[
\varphi = Y_{lm} \sum_i C_i \sum_j C_{ij} e^{-\xi_{ij} r^2}
\]  

Eq. 2.5

In the above equation, \( Y_{lm} \) describes the type of the orbital (s, p, d, f-orbitals), \( C_i \) is the molecular orbital coefficient, which must be optimized through an iterative process, \( C_{ij} \) and \( \xi_{ij} \) are basis sets read from a database of values. Additionally, \( C_i \) may be a weighted sum of 1 to 9 primitive Gaussian functions called a contraction, which offers flexibility in describing the orbitals. The corresponding basis sets are called segmented basis sets.

There are a number of different basis set options such as minimal, double-zeta, triple-zeta, and split-valence double-zeta basis sets, which differ in the number of GTO contractions that are used to describe each orbital. For example, the simplest is the minimal basis set, having the form: STO-nG. This notation means that a single contraction of ‘n’ GTO functions are used to approximate the shape of an orbital (ex. STO-3G). This is in contrast to double-zeta and triple-zeta basis sets, which uses 2 and 3
GTO contractions, respectively to describe a single orbital. A split-valence double-zeta basis set uses a single GTO to describe the core electrons, while using 2 GTO contractions for valence orbitals, since valence orbitals are of greater interest, chemically. An example of a split-valence double-zeta basis set is the Pople basis set such as 6-31G**, which is the most widely used basis set. 6-31G** uses 6 GTO functions to describe the core orbitals while using two contractions of 3 GTO and 1 GTO for the valence orbitals. The split-valence triple-zeta function, such as 6-311++G(d,p) or 6-311+G(2df,p) is frequently used for single point calculations. Sometimes, polarization functions could be added. A single asterisk (*) or (d) means that d-orbitals are added to non-hydrogen atoms, while a two asterisks (**) or (d,p) means that p-orbital are also added to hydrogens. (2df) means that 2 sets of d-orbitals, along with a single set of f-orbital are also added. Additionally, diffuse functions, such as (+) and (++) could be added to better describe distant regions of the orbital for non-first row elements and all elements, respectively.

![Figure 2.1](image.png)

**Figure 2.1.** Pople’s diagram comparing different basis sets and DFT methods to the accuracy of quantum calculations.

### 2.8 Molecular Mechanical Description of Molecules

Molecular Mechanical (MM) methods are modelled using the computationally less expensive Newtonian laws of motion. These differ from Quantum Mechanical (QM) methods, which are described by wavefunction or electron density (see section 2.3). MM
methods allow calculations to proceed significantly faster than QM methods, although reactivity and transition states cannot be modelled due to the lack of electron description.\(^{25}\) MM describe each atom as a point charge of a certain mass. Bonds, angles, dihedral angles, van der Waals, and long range electrostatic interactions are modelled using simple equations of classical mechanics (Table 2.1). For example, bonds and angles are often represented as simple harmonic oscillators, with a spring constant \((k)\) and an equilibrium distance \((x_0\) or \(\theta_0\)). The most common equations for describing MM are shown (Table 2.1).\(^{25}\)

The Molecular Mechanics Force Field (MM FF) provides the constants in Table 2.1, which is molecule-dependent. For example, the force field parameters for the backbone atoms of valine and aspartic acid may differ significantly even if they share common atoms.\(^{26}\) Currently, there are several types of FF in existence. Some are designed for the simulation of proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids such as AMBER, CHARMM, and GROMOS force fields,\(^{27-29}\) while others are suitable for carbohydrates such as GLYCAM\(^{30}\), and organo-transition metals such as OPLS.\(^ {31}\)

| Table 2.1. Common molecular mechanical force field (MM FF) equations and descriptors |
|--------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| Bond Distance                                    | Harmonic Oscillator                               |
| \(E = \sum k_1(x - x_0)\)                        |
| Angle                                            | Harmonic Oscillator                               |
| \(E = \sum k_2(\theta - \theta_0)\)             |
| Dihedral Angle                                   | Periodic Function                                |
| \(E = \sum A[1 + \cos(n\tau - \phi)]\)         |
| Van der Waals Interactions                       | Lennard-Jones Potential                          |
| \(E = \sum \sum -\frac{A_{ij}}{r_{ij}^6} + \frac{B_{ij}}{r_{ij}^{7.2}}\) |
| Electrostatic Interactions                       | Coulombic Energy                                 |
| \(E = \sum \sum \frac{q_i q_j}{r_{ij}}\)       |

Although MM neglects the description of subatomic particles, it yields surprisingly accurate results during molecular dynamics simulations (MD). Many research groups
have successfully employed MD simulations for predicting various properties of proteins, such as radial distribution of water as well as protein dynamics.\textsuperscript{32-34}

2.9 Quantum Mechanics/ Molecular Mechanics

Combined Quantum Mechanics/ Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) became widely popular as a method of studying enzymatic catalysis.\textsuperscript{35} Its main benefit was that it allowed the active site to be modelled using the highly accurate QM method, while the surrounding regions were described using MM. In this way, the conformation and charge effects of the low-layer (called ‘real’) onto the high-layer (called ‘model’) could be taken into account. There are generally two types of schemes when using QM/MM: additive and subtractive.\textsuperscript{36} The additive scheme calculates the total energy ($E_{QM/MM}$) by combining the energies of high layer ($E_{QM}$) and the low layer ($E_{MM}$) with the boundary QM/MM boundary region ($E_{QM-MM}$) (Eq. 2.6). The latter is evaluated classically, but allows electrostatic charges at the boundary to propagate into the QM region.\textsuperscript{37}

$$E_{QM/MM} = E_{QM} + E_{MM} + E_{QM-MM}$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2.6}

In contrast to the additive scheme, the subtractive scheme adds the energy of the high layer in QM to the energy of the entire system in MM. To avoid overcounting, the energy of the high layer in MM is removed. This allows the boundary region to be extrapolated, simplifying its treatment. This method is advantageous because it minimizes errors and artifacts arising from improper treatment of QM-MM interactions. The ONIOM methodology is one of the most used subtractive schemes developed by Morokuma and coworkers, which could be extended to n-number of layers.\textsuperscript{37}

$$E_{QM/MM} = E_{QM,model} + E_{MM,real} - E_{MM,model}$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2.7}
2.10 Mechanical and Electrostatic Embedding

Mechanical embedding (ME) is applied by default in most QM/MM schemes, which describes the physical effects of bonded (stretching, bending, and torsional) interactions as well as non-bonded (van der Waals) interactions of the low layer and the high layer. This rigidity imposed on the high layer by the low layer helps keep the native conformation of the former. ME is evaluated in MM, and therefore requires that the high layer be defined in MM as well, which could require prior MM parameterization (section 2.8). In many cases, ME has been sufficient in describing various chemical systems.

Electrostatic embedding (EE), as the name suggests, allows electrostatics of the low layer to be taken into the QM Hamiltonian of the high layer. This method improves upon ME, and allows a more accurate description of the system.

2.11 QM/MM Boundary

When the QM/MM boundary is present between a covalent bond, it creates unpaired electrons on each cut atom. This is an artifact. A common approach to rectify this problem is by placing a monovalent linker atom on the end of the bond. The choice of the linker atom is arbitrary, but hydrogen atoms are most often used. One of the main problems with this method is that the linker atom does not represent the true atom which was replaced. To minimize this error, the researcher should chose the QM/MM boundary at a far enough distance from the reactive area so that the change in partial charges of the reaction does not propagate onto the linker atom. This distance varies with different compounds, but is generally 3 bonds away from the location of bond breaking/formation. To minimize errors, single bonds, non-polar bonds, and non-cyclic bonds should not fall on the QM/MM boundary.
2.12 Explicit and Implicit Solvation

QM-cluster calculations are often done in gas-phase (vacuum) by default. In contrast, most biomolecules and enzymes are surrounded or accessible by water. As a consequence, solvation is usually required. There are two ways in which this could be achieved: Explicit and Implicit Solvation. In explicit solvation, water molecules or other solvents are added to the model of interest. This method is often used during molecular dynamics simulation in order to gain insight into detailed short-range interactions that cannot be seen otherwise (eg. hydrogen bonding interactions). However, it suffers disadvantages as it is computationally more expensive due to the added cost of modelling each water molecule. As a result, explicit solvation is generally only used during classical MD simulations.

In contrast, implicit solvation decreases computational time simply by generating a dielectric continuum around the solute, which is a field designed to mimic the properties of the solvent. There are a few different approaches of implicit solvation in the literature; the most two popular methods are: Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) and Conductor-like Polarizable Continuum Model (CPCM).\(^1\)

PCM gives good electrostatic energy results, although it discounts dispersion-repulsion energy and suffers a higher computational cost compared to other solvation methods.\(^2\) It uses a number of overlapping spheres to map out a cavity held by the solute. The dipole of the solute is able to induce a reaction field in the adjacent solvent medium, which in turn could induce an electric field that interacts with the dipole. In general, the Hamiltonian of the time-independent PCM expression is given by Eq. 2.8, where \(H^o\) is the Hamiltonian in vacuum and \(V_{s-s}\) is the interaction of the solute with the solvent.\(^1\)

\[
H = H^o + V_{s-s} \quad \text{Eq. 2.8}
\]
CPCM is a variation of the PCM, and treats the dielectric continuum as a conductor, which impacts the polarization between the solute and the solvent.\textsuperscript{43} As a consequence, it more accurately models solvents with a higher permittivity and conductance. At the same time, it is computationally less expensive than the PCM method. Other methods do exist, but are less commonly used compared to PCM and CPCM.

2.13 Molecular Dynamics Simulation

Molecular Dynamics Simulations (MD) are describes the system as a progression of time \textit{in silico}. They give information pertaining to structure, function, as well as key interactions such as hydrogen bonding, \(\pi-\pi\) stacking, and long-range interactions. MD is often used for studying the interaction of a protein with potential drug candidates. It is also used in the first step of a multi-scale computational study. There are 3 common types of MD simulations depending on the level of theory used: 1) Classical MD, 2) QM/MM-MD, and 3) Quantum Dynamics. Unfortunately, the latter is currently computationally too expensive to be applicable to biomolecules, and will not be further covered here. MD simulations have conventionally used classical mechanics, which is widely used for protein dynamics. With advances in computational algorithms and power, it is now possible to perform classical MD simulations on the order of microseconds.\textsuperscript{34} Longer simulation allow improved sampling of biological molecules, which became possible only recently. Classical MD simulations are available in many scientific computer programmes such as AMBER, CHARMM, NAMD, and GROMACS.\textsuperscript{27-29,44} Many of these programmes have also recently implemented QM/MM-MD for studying molecular systems. Like QM/MM (section 2.9), QM/MM-MD allows the QM region to be studied using a higher level of theory while keeping the rest of the protein in a lower level of theory. The QM layer allows chemical reactions to be studied dynamically in contrast to QM/MM, in a method called umbrella sampling (section 2.14). One limitation of umbrella sampling is that ab-initio wavefunctions and DFT are computationally too
expensive to be applied to QM/MM-MD.\textsuperscript{34} Consequently, SE methods are used for the QM region, limiting its accuracy.

### 2.14 Choosing the Correct Molecular Dynamics Time step

The smallest observable changes in the system should dictate the time step of the MD simulation. For classical MD, this would correspond to the hydrogen bond stretching which occurs every 1 fs.\textsuperscript{45} Employing the SHAKE algorithm constrains this bond, allowing the timestep to increase to 2 fs, which speeds up the calculation without destabilizing the simulation.\textsuperscript{46} For QM/MM-MD, the time step must be further decreased to 0.5 fs to accommodate the faster observable atomic fluctuations due to treatment by QM.\textsuperscript{34}

### 2.15 Treatment of Molecular Dynamics Boundaries

In silico simulations try to emulate the bulk solvent environment of soluble proteins. Two approaches exist when dealing with the boundary conditions of the MD simulation: Minimal Solvation (eg. Layered or spherical solvation) and Periodic Boundary Condition (PBC). The former saves computational time since it creates a layer or sphere of few water molecules surrounding the solute.\textsuperscript{23,24,33} However, diffusion of the solute during longer simulations could cause it to interact with the edge of the solvent box, leading to non-bulk solvent conditions. This is an artifact. As a result, minimal solvation is often used for short simulations, such as equilibration of a biomolecule in preparation for a multi-scale computational study.\textsuperscript{23,24,33}

Periodic Boundary Condition is the preferred method for longer simulations where diffusion plays an important role.\textsuperscript{34} In PBC, solvation is often done as a rectangular prism or a truncated octahedron. This is because PBC creates infinite number of virtual images of the real image in the X,Y,Z-directions, and many shapes do not allow tight packing (eg. sphere). Counter ions (eg. often Na\textsuperscript{+} and Cl\textsuperscript{−} ions) must be added to avoid summing to an
infinite charge due to its infinite periodicity.\textsuperscript{47} This is because charged systems renders the equation unsolvable. Diffusion is allowed in PBC because virtual images mimic the behavior of the real image. As a result, atoms which diffuses out of the real image reappear on its opposite end. A large enough box is required in order to minimize the artifact arising from the interactions of the solute with its virtual image.\textsuperscript{34} In general, PBC is computationally more expensive than layered or spherical solvation, but also more accurate.

2.16 Umbrella Sampling

"Umbrella sampling uses biased potentials along (one- or more-dimensional) reaction coordinates to drive a system from one thermodynamic state to another (eg. reactant, transition state, and product)".\textsuperscript{48} A biased potential is required because certain regions of interest, such as transition states, occur infrequently due to its higher relative energy. The biased potential is applied discretely along the reaction path, and a probability distribution is created for each sampling window. Later, the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) is used to compile and relate the probability in each window to the overall free energy landscape (Figure 2.2).\textsuperscript{49}
Figure 2.2. Example of a free energy surface (PES) obtained from umbrella sampling through QM/MM-MD. The above surface represents the hydrolysis of threonyl-AMP within the aminoacylation active site of threonyl-tRNA synthetase.

Umbrella sampling is applied to MD simulations so that chemical reactivity and classical properties could be studied dynamically. Another advantage of QM/MM-MD umbrella sampling is that relative free energy could be derived from the probability distribution of thermodynamic states, whereas traditional QM/MM optimizations rely on a few additional corrections (eg. free energy corrections and zero point energy corrections). Although QM/MM-MD is the recommended method for studying enzymatic catalysis, it suffers high computational costs when using ab-initio and DFT methods (section 2.13). With the promise of new algorithms and hardware (eg. GPU-enabled QM/MM MD) these calculations are expected to become more feasible in the near future.
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Chapter 3: Pre-transfer Editing in Threonyl-tRNA Synthetase: Roles for Differential Solvent Accessibility and Intermediate Stabilization
3.1 Introduction

Accurate translation of genetically encoded material into proteins is a fundamental biological process critical for maintaining normal cellular functions.\(^1\) A key step in this process is the attachment of amino acids to their cognate tRNA in preparation for incorporation into proteins. This step is catalyzed via two half-reactions by the aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetases (aaRSs)\(^2-4\) class of enzymes which are also known to be important to a diverse array of physiological processes including viral assembly,\(^5,6\) cancer,\(^7\) and porphyrin biosynthesis.\(^8\) For instance, ThrRS has been shown to be one possible clinical marker, along with other well-known cancer proteins (e.g. TNF-\(\alpha\)), of human ovarian cancer through its role in angiogenesis.\(^7\) In addition, it has also been shown to be the main culprit in myositis: an autoimmune disease associated with inflammation of muscles.\(^9,10\)

In the first half-reaction of aaRSs the amino acid is reacted with ATP to give the aminoacyl-adenylate (aa-AMP) derivative (Scheme 3.1.a). Then, within the same active site they catalyze via a substrate-assisted mechanism the transfer of the aminoacyl moiety onto its cognate tRNA (tRNA\(^aa\); Scheme 3.1.b).\(^11-13\) However, the existence of near-cognate amino acids presents problems in cognate amino acid recognition. In fact the aminoacylation site of ten of the 24 aaRSs also misacylate their near-cognate amino acids,\(^14\) potentially jeopardizing the process of protein synthesis. Remarkably, however, aaRSs achieve aminoacylation with an exceptionally high-fidelity, having a suggested intrinsic average error rate of about 1 in 10 000.\(^15\)

There are several known possible approaches used by aaRS in order to achieve such exceptional accuracy. In particular, many possess proof-reading mechanisms which degrade either misactivated aa-AMP (ie. pre-transfer editing: Scheme 3.1.c) or misacylated aa-tRNA\(^aa\) (ie. post-transfer editing: Scheme 3.1.d).\(^16,17\) Post-translational editing sites, found in a distal region of several aaRS separate from the acylation active
site, have been studied quite extensively.\textsuperscript{18-20} In contrast, pre-transfer editing which refers
to the hydrolysis of aa-AMP in this paper, has been less widely studied,\textsuperscript{21} and the detailed
mechanisms by which pre-transfer editing occurs are currently unknown.\textsuperscript{22} This is
unfortunate given that defective editing mechanisms have been linked to a wide array of
problems such as cellular growth defects, mitochondrial dysfunction, and
neurodegeneration.\textsuperscript{23}

**Scheme 3.1.** The two half-reactions catalysed by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases in
charging their cognate tRNA: (A) activation, and (B) acylation, and the two major editing
pathways: (C) pre-transfer, and (D) post-transfer editing.

The occurrence of pre-transfer editing was first inferred from kinetics data, that
suggested that in the case of IleRS, the accumulation of misaminoacylated Val-tRNA\textsubscript{Ile}
was smaller than expected.\textsuperscript{24} However, it was not clear at the time if this process was a
significant contributor to the overall physiological editing process.\textsuperscript{14} More recently, a
study of LeuRSs by Tan and coworkers\textsuperscript{25} suggested that there are species-specific
preferences for pre- and post-transfer editing.\textsuperscript{25,26} For example, although editing
mechanisms of LeuRS from *Aquifex aeolicus* and *Escherichia coli* had comparable
overall efficiencies, the former preferred pre-transfer editing against near-cognate amino
acids while the latter exhibited a great propensity for post-transfer editing.\textsuperscript{25} A similar
preference of one editing approach over another was also observed for PheRSs found in
eukaryotes, archaea, and bacteria.\textsuperscript{26} More specifically, the former two domains
(eukaryotes and archaea) are suggested to predominantly utilize pre-transfer while the
latter, at least in *E. coli*, has a bias for post-transfer editing. These preferences of one editing approach over another may help provide insight into how some aaRSs that lack a distal editing site are still able to charge their cognate tRNA with high fidelity.

For instance, ThrRS and ProRS from *E. coli* cannot accurately discriminate between cognate and near-cognate amino acids solely based on pre-transfer editing.\(^{26,27}\) In contrast, ThrRS from yeast mitochondria (MST1) lacks the distal editing domain usually found in other ThrRS.\(^{28}\) Yet, in an experimental study by Ling and coworkers,\(^{28}\) they showed that in MST1 pre-transfer editing selectively hydrolyzed 80% of the sterically smaller, but chemically similar near-cognate substrate seryl-AMP compared to 20% of the cognate substrate threonyl-AMP. They also concluded that pre-transfer editing occurs in the acylation domain of MST1 in the absence of its corresponding tRNA (tRNA\(^{Thr}\)). More recently, however, Zhou and coworkers\(^{15}\) showed that pre-transfer editing could also occur in the same active site when tRNA\(^{Thr}\) is also bound, but at an enhanced rate. Kinetic and mutational studies have also suggested that hydrolytic pre-transfer editing has a larger role in ensuring correct product fidelity when the rate of aminoacylation is lower.\(^{29}\)

Unfortunately, however, the exact details of how MST1 achieves pre-transfer editing within the acylation active site remains unknown. For instance, despite only differing by a \(-\text{CH}_2-\), it has been suggested that the binding of Thr-AMP versus Ser-AMP may affect the position of nearby waters that could play a role in substrate discrimination.\(^{13}\)

We have performed microsecond MD simulations to compare the active site structures, water densities, and interactions of unbound yeast mitochondrial ThrRS (MST1) with bound Thr-AMP or Ser-AMP. In addition, QM/MM-MD umbrella sampling has been used to elucidate the catalytic mechanism of pre-transfer editing in MST1, in order to explain its preference for hydrolysis of the non-cognate substrate Ser-AMP.
3.2. Computational Methods

3.2.1 Preparation of the Sample.

The X-ray crystal structure of a single monomer of yeast mitochondrial threonyl-tRNA synthetase (MST1) from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (PDB ID: 3UH0, 2.0 Å resolution) was used as the starting structure for the computational studies. In silico mutations of the existing bound substrate analogue (threonyl sulfamoyl adenylate) to threonyl adenylate (Thr-AMP) and seryl adenylate (Ser-AMP) were manually performed. The system was hydrogenated in accordance with the protonation states of various charged side chains with PROPKA, and histidine residues were protonated according to their polar environment. The tleap module of AMBER14 was used to build topology and coordinate files. The system was solvated with TIP3P water molecules, resulting in cubic boxes with an edge length of ~105.5 Å. The solvation achieved a density of 1.01 g/cm³ after equilibration, and contained ~37000 water molecules (for a total of 120000 atoms). This corresponds to a protein concentration in the box of approximately one quarter of the original MST1 crystal structure.

3.2.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations.

All simulations were performed using the AMBER14 program package with the pmemd module, and the cuda-enabled graphics processing units (GPUs) version of pmemd. Furthermore, all used the ff14SB and TIP3P force fields for protein and waters, respectively. The specific N-terminal seryl and threonyl fragments of the Ser-AMP and Thr-AMP ligands respectively, were built with the antechamber program using the ff14SB force field and RESP atomic charges. It should be noted that the latter charges were derived from gas-phase optimized structures of seryl and threonyl fragments, capped by methyl groups, obtained at the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory using the Gaussian09 program. Periodic boundary conditions were applied, and an NVT ensemble
was used with Anderson temperature coupling scheme. The Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) procedure was used to calculate long-range electrostatic interactions and a cut-off of 8 Å was applied in real space. The SHAKE algorithm was used to restrain the bond stretches involving hydrogen atoms, thus allowing a 2 fs time step to be used for both equilibration and production. The equilibrations were conducted in five stages after energy minimization: (1) To ensure the proper geometry of the hydrogen atoms, all heavy atoms, including water oxygen, were restrained with a harmonic constant of 50 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\) for 100 ps, at 10 K; (2) The same constant and conditions were applied for an additional 100 ps, but with the removal of the restraint on the water oxygens to ensure optimized positions of water with respect to the protein environment; (3) The restraint harmonic constant on the protein heavy atoms was decreased to 5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\) for 100 ps; (4) Subsequently, the harmonic constant was removed for 100 ps; (5) The system was gradually heated to 300 K over a time period of 2000 ps. The velocities were randomly updated every 10 steps for equilibration stages 1-4 and every 100 steps for stage 5. The subsequent production MD simulation was for a 1 μs period of time. Notably, they were performed with five harmonic restraints imposed in order to keep the penta-coordination of the structurally important Zn\(^{2+}\) with thiolate sulfur of Cys96 (300 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\)), ε nitrogen of His147 (50 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\)), and δ nitrogen of His277 (150 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\)). The two remaining restraints were either the amine (150 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\)) and alcohol (200 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\)) group of the ligand in the case of aminoacyl-AMP, or two waters (100 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\)) in the case of the apoenzyme. The restraint harmonic potential constants were determined by fitting the frequency distribution of the Zn\(^{2+}\)…X distance (where X represents each of the 5 atoms coordinated to the Zn\(^{2+}\)) of a short unrestrained molecular dynamics run of MST1 with Ser-AMP bound.
3.2.3 Umbrella Sampling Calculations.

Preparation of the System. For the complexes of MST1 with bound aa-AMP three frames were extracted from each molecular dynamics trajectory according to criteria discussed below.

Construction of the Reaction Coordinates. The hydrolysis of aa-AMP in MST1 using umbrella sampling was investigated with a two-dimensional potential of mean force (PMF) followed by a one-dimensional PMF. In the two-dimensional reaction, the nucleophilic attack of the water oxygen against the carbonyl centre of the aa-AMP was described by the first reaction coordinate (RC1) corresponding to shortening of the \( d_2 \) distance in Scheme 3.2. The second reaction coordinate (RC2) was defined to be the antisymmetric combination of distances \( d_3 \) and \( d_4 \); that is, proton transfer from the mechanistic water to the phosphate. When RC1 and RC2 were combined in a reaction mechanism, the intermediate that was formed corresponded to the formation of a tetrahedral carbon intermediate (Scheme 3.3). Consequently, a one-dimensional reaction coordinate, RC3, was needed to separate the amino acid from the AMP, which was described solely by the lengthening of \( d_1 \) (Scheme 3.2).

Scheme 3.2. Definition of the reaction coordinates used for umbrella sampling of the hydrolysis of the aa-AMP within MST1.
Scheme 3.3. The mechanism of pre-transfer editing examined in this study showing the (I) reactant; (II) tetrahedral carbon intermediate; and (III) product complexes with their respective interconnecting transition structures.

3.2.4 QM/MM-MD Calculations.

A 100 ps equilibration was applied for the QM/MM-MD prior to umbrella sampling. The reactive QM region was chosen to include residues which exhibited significant changes in Mulliken charges through the reaction coordinates as observed for a small QM-cluster model. Following the widely used convention in the literature, each bond between the side groups and α-carbons of each residue was defined as one QM/MM boundary.\textsuperscript{43} The restraints imposed on the Zn\textsuperscript{2+} penta-coordination during the MD simulations were maintained. The QM region included the aa-AMP substrate, Zn\textsuperscript{2+}, and the side chains of Cys133, Asp182, His184, His319, and a mechanistic water molecule (Figure 3.1), and thus was composed of 69 and 72 atoms when Ser- or Thr-AMP bound, respectively. The remainder of the enzyme was placed in the MM region. QM/MM-MD simulations were performed using the AMBER14\textsuperscript{34} program with the SANDER module. The MM region of MST1 was treated with the ff14SB force field parameters\textsuperscript{38} while the QM region was modelled using the AM1/d-PhoT semi-empirical method.\textsuperscript{44} AM1/d-PhoT, a derivation of the AM1 semiempirical method with specific parameter sets for H, O and
P atoms, was chosen based on a benchmark study of several QM methods, including recent semi-empirical Hamiltonians (Supporting Information).

Figure 3.1. The QM region models used herein for (A) threonyl-adenylate and (B) seryl-adenylate bound within the MST1 active site.

Each umbrella sampling window was defined with a width of 0.10 Å, which resulted in 494 windows within a range of [RC1:RC2] = [3.2, 1.4: -1.5, 1]. In order to control the reaction coordinates, a harmonic potential centered on each window was applied with a force constant of 300 kcal mol$^{-1}$ Å$^{-2}$. Each window was simulated during 15 ps with a time step of 0.5 fs. The results were analyzed using WHAM$^{45}$ to obtain the PMF of the pre-transfer editing mechanism.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Stability of the Simulation.

The root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) of the position of the $C_\alpha$ atoms of the secondary structures of the catalytic domain of MST1 unbound (i.e., no ligand) and with Thr-AMP or Ser-AMP bound within its active site were monitored over the course of the
simulations with respect to the reference crystal structure, and are plotted in Figure 3.2. For all three systems the RMSD values during the simulations stayed within 2 Å of the initial reference structure, and were stable.

![RMSD plot](image)

**Figure 3.2.** Plot of RMSDs of unbound MST1 (red) and when Thr-AMP (blue) or Ser-AMP (green) bound within its active site (see text).

### 3.3.2 Conformational Analysis of bound and solvated aa-AMP.

The root-mean square deviations (RMSD) of Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP position in bulk solution and when bound within the catalytic domain of MST1 were calculated with respect to the $C_\alpha$ atoms in the MST1 catalytic domain, excluding unordered secondary structure, were taken for comparison to the reference crystal structure (Figure 3.3). The RMSD of both Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP in bulk solution deviated significantly and fluctuated widely between 1.0-3.5 Å. In contrast, when bound, they show significantly smaller deviations and fluctuations in RMSD values of between 0.1-1.0 Å and 0.2-2.0 Å for Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP, respectively. This means that the flexibility of the aa-AMPs is restricted markedly when bound within the active site compared to when in bulk solution. More importantly, however, MST1 constrains the aa-AMP to a conformation
that is not observed in solution. Interestingly, Ser-AMP fluctuated briefly at an RMSD of approximately 1.7 Å which correlated to a 180° rotation of the N-Cα-C=O dihedral angle. In contrast, such a rotation was not observed for Thr-AMP. These results suggest that while MST1 constrains the positioning of the bound substrates, and in a conformation that is not reached in solution, non-cognate Ser-AMP is more mobile than cognate Thr-AMP within its active site due to its slightly smaller side chain.

![Figure 3.3](image)

**Figure 3.3.** Plots of the RMSDs of threonyl-adenylate (top) and seryl-adenylate (bottom) position in bulk solution (blue) and when bound in the active site of MST1 (red), with respect to the reference heavy atoms in the crystal structure. The chart on the right side indicates the frequency of each RMSD conformation.
3.3.3 Active site…Thr-/Ser-AMP Interactions.

To see whether the differences in hydrolysis of MST1-bound Thr- and Ser-AMP were caused by conformational disparity, we monitored important selected hydrogen bonding interactions throughout each simulation. A ligand interaction map was generated, for each MD simulation, with percentage occurrence, and is shown in Figure 3.4. Since Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP differ chemically by only a -CH₂-, similarities were expected. As well, the interactions of the Zn²⁺ with the thiolate sulfur of Cys133, imidazole Nε and Nδ nitrogens of His184 and His319 respectively, and the amino acid substrates α-amino nitrogen and side chain hydroxyl oxygen were also maintained in both cases.

![Figure 3.4. Ligand Interaction maps, with percentage occurrence of each interaction over the course of the MD simulation, for active site bound Thr-AMP (left) and Ser-AMP (right).](image)

Active site…Adenine Interactions. The adenine nucleobases of both bound aa-AMP ligands lie sandwiched between Phe186 and Arg176 with which they interact through π-π stacking. In addition, both the −N6H₂ group quite consistently hydrogen bonds (~70% occurrence) with the backbone oxygen of Leu175 and, though much less consistently, with Glu164 and a water (see below). A water is also seen to hydrogen bond (2) quite frequently with the adenine N7 center. Several significant differences in active site-
substrate interactions are observed for bound Thr- and Ser-AMP. In particular, the backbone NH proton of Leu175 forms a H-bond with the N1 center of Thr-AMP at a much lower frequency (<5%) than with Ser-AMP (24%). Additionally, the Glu164 side chain carboxylate H-bonds with the –N6H2 group of Thr-AMP more often (19%) than in the case of Ser-AMP (8%). Meanwhile, the guanidinium of Arg162 was observed to interact, though infrequently, with the adenine's N9 center in the case of Ser-AMP (5%), but not in the case of Thr-AMP (<5%).

Active site—Ribose Interactions. The guanidine group of Arg328 interacted with the 2'- (40%) and 3'-hydroxyl oxygens (33%) of Thr-AMP significantly more than its interaction with the 2'- (5%) and 3'-OH oxygens (<5%) of Ser-AMP. The ε oxygen of Gln287 interacted similarly with 2'-OH of Thr-AMP (10%) compared to Ser-AMP (9%). However, its interaction with 3'-OH of Thr-AMP (34%) was much greater than Ser-AMP (6%). The backbone oxygen of Val288 was seen to interact with 2'-OH of Thr-AMP (6%), but not with Ser-AMP (<5%). Meanwhile, the NeH proton of Gln180 stabilized the ribose ring oxygen of Ser-AMP (15%), but not that of Thr-AMP. Interestingly, waters were found to interact by hydrogen bonds to both the 2'- and 3'-OH groups of the Ser-AMP ribose, but with only one of these in the case of Thr-AMP.

Active site—Phosphate Interactions. The Arg162 guanidinium is observed to frequently H-bond with a phosphate oxygen of Thr-AMP (81%) but markedly less-so in the case of Ser-AMP (39%). Based on its H-bonds with the active site glutamyl residues Gln180 and Gln292, the Thr-AMP appears to be bound in two slightly different conformations (Figure S1). More specifically, the AMP phosphate frequently switches between H-bonding with the side chain -NH2 groups of Gln180 and Gln292. In fact, the average RMSD values of 0.1 and 0.9 correspond to the H-bond interaction of the phosphate group with Gln180 and Gln292, respectively (Figure S1). However, the
longevity of the \[ \text{Thr-AMPPO} \cdots \text{H}_2\text{N}_{\text{Gln180}} \] H-bond interaction throughout the simulation seems to indicate that this conformation is more stable.

Ser-AMP, on the other hand, was observed to possess a greater flexibility and wider range of conformations due in part to differences in its interactions with active site residues (Figure 3.4). In particular, although the phosphate of Ser-AMP did at times H-bond with the side chain -NH\(_2\) of Gln292, it rarely H-bonded with that of Gln180 (<5%). Furthermore, Gln180 and Gln292 did not alternate in their H-bonding to the Ser-AMP phosphate (Figure S1). In fact, both Gln residues were frequently seen to dissociate their H-bonding from the phosphate group simultaneously. Consequently, water molecules were able to enter and replace these H-bonding networks and as a result, MST1-bound Ser-AMP had increased variability in its positioning within the active site compared to Thr-AMP.

*Active site····Aminoacyl (Thr- and Ser-) Interactions.* In addition to the above mentioned ligations of the aminoacyl (aa) moieties of the substrates to the Zn\(^{2+}\) ion, several other enzyme····aa interactions were observed. Similarities between Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP were observed for H-bonding between their carbonyl oxygen and the guanidinium of Arg162 which, in both cases was infrequent; 7% and 6%, respectively. In contrast, a considerably more consistent H-bond interaction was observed for both Thr- and Ser-AMP between their side chain hydroxyl group and the side chain carboxylate O\(_\text{carb}\) of Asp182. For Thr-AMP this interaction was observed throughout the simulation (i.e., 100%) while for Ser-AMP it was markedly less consistent at 75%. It is also noted that a H-bond was intermittently formed between the \(\alpha\)-amino group of the Thr- and Ser- and the side chain hydroxyl of Tyr270 though with markedly greater occurrence for Thr-AMP (22%) compared to Ser-AMP (7%).
In general, the enzyme-substrate H-bonding interactions observed were longer lived (great consistency) for Thr-AMP than for Ser-AMP. For the latter, waters were observed to have greater accessibility in the active site and replaced these H-bonds (Figure 3.4).

3.3.4 Water Density Analysis.

Understanding the density and distribution of waters around each aa-AMP gives important information about its accessibility and potential availability for the required hydrolytic editing mechanism. Grid Inhomogeneous Solvation Theory (GIST)\(^46\) was used to determine the density of water molecules, based on the waters oxygens, around both Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP. The iso-values, defined as the ratio of the local water density to the bulk water density,\(^46\) associated with densities larger than 1 and 3 were mapped to identify any detectable differences in water accessibility within the active site (Figure 3.5). As can be seen, the Thr- and Ser-AMP bound active sites were both observed to be water accessible. Furthermore, in both cases water-rich regions were found adjacent to the substrates carbonyl group, phosphate oxygens, and their \(\alpha\)-amine groups.

However, several key differences were observed between the bound complexes. In particular, in the case of Thr-AMP water was only accessible on the solvent side while for Ser-AMP water was accessible on both sides. This is likely due to the smaller side chain of Ser-AMP and its greater mobility leading to the formation of a void which allows water molecules to fill the gap (Figure 3.5b and 3.5d). Due to this accessibility of water on the distal side of Ser-AMP away from the solvent, and unlike that observed for Thr-AMP (Figure 3.5A and 5B), there were regions of high water density on both sides of its backbone carbonyl group (i.e., \(C_{\text{carb}}=O\)), a mechanistically key region. As a result, and unlike for Thr-AMP, it is possible that nucleophilic attack of a water on the ligand, i.e., hydrolysis, may be initiated from either side of the ligands \(C_{\text{carb}}\) center. Previously, Ling
et al.\textsuperscript{28} had noted that in their X-ray crystallographic structures waters were positioned slightly differently for when Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP were bound. In this present study differences were indeed observed in the positioning and availability of active site waters for the two aa-AMP ligands. Additionally, the increased accessibility also enabled the water molecules to participate in a greater number of hydrogen bonds with the ligand, in particular its carbonyl group.

\textbf{Figure 3.5.} The water density surrounding bound Thr-AMP (A and C) and Ser-AMP (B and D). Blue and red denotes regions of medium (iso-value = 1) and high (iso-value = 3) water density, respectively. Analyses were done using GIST.\textsuperscript{46}

\textbf{3.3.5 Kinetic Aspects: Umbrella Sampling.}

In order to elucidate the mechanism of Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP hydrolysis, we performed umbrella sampling on both ligands from 3 different initial conformations. They
were chosen based on the RMSD of the three most populated conformers. These structures were taken from \( t = 200, 440, \) and \( 850 \) ns for Thr-AMP (hereafter referred to as T1, T2, and T3) and from \( t = 100, 780, 900 \) ns for Ser-AMP (hereafter referred to as S1, S2, S3). These structures were subjected to a 2D umbrella sampling prior to a 1D umbrella sampling.

**Nucleophilic attack of the Water.** The 2D free energy surfaces obtained using QM/MM-MD umbrella sampling for when Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP are bound in the MST1 active site are shown in Figure 3.6. Both Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP were energetically amenable to hydrolysis. Interestingly, T1, T2, and T3 were similar to each other thermodynamically and kinetically, while S1, S2, and S3 were also very similar to each other. Hence, positional differences of these ligands do not appear to greatly influence its hydrolysis and as a result, each of these ligand conformations can be considered as near attack conformers (NAC).

In the first step of hydrolysis, the minimum energy path corresponds to an initial decrease in RC1, followed by an increase in RC2. Chemically, this indicates that the oxygen of the mechanistic water initiates a nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl carbon of the aa-AMP substrate (RC1). Subsequently, and once the attack is in progress, the water transfers a proton onto a nearby oxygen of the phosphate group (RC2). This results in formation of a tetrahedral carbon intermediate, an oxyanion, with a neutral phosphate group. The reactive complex (RC) was located for all systems at approximately \([RC1:RC2 = (3.2, -1.1)]\) while formation of the intermediate complex (IC) occurred at \([RC1:RC2 = (1.5:1.0)]\). A first order-saddle point (transition structure (TS)) for Thr-AMP was detected around \([RC1:RC2 = (1.5:-0.2)]\). In contrast, in the case of Ser-AMP, two TS's were located: the first, TS', at \([RC1:RC2 = (1.8,-1.1)]\) and the second, TS'', at about \([RC1:RC2 = (1.5:-0.2)]\). Between these two transition structures a metastable intermediate was located at around \([RC1:RC2 = (1.6,-1.0)]\). In terms of reaction...
coordinates, TS\(^{'}\) is associated with the nucleophilic attack of the water on C\(_{\text{carb}}\) center of aa-AMP while TS'' is associated with the proton transfer from the attacking water onto a non-bridging oxygen of the substrates AMP phosphate. For Thr-AMP both of these processes occur essentially concomitantly (see below). Indeed, it should be noted that the location along the reaction coordinate of TS in the first step of hydrolysis of Thr-AMP, is the approximate same position as TS'' in the mechanism for Ser-AMP (see also Figure 3.7).

**Figure 3.6.** Plots of the free energy surfaces (kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) obtained from 2D umbrella sampling for the first step in the hydrolysis of the three MST1-bound conformers of Thr-AMP (left; T1-T3 (top to bottom)) and Ser-AMP (right; S1-S3 (top to bottom)).
energies are reported relative to the corresponding reactant complex (RC) located at \([\text{RC}_1, \text{RC}_2] = [3.2, -1.5]\).

From Figure 3.6, it can be seen that at least when bound within the active site the first step of hydrolysis, formation of a tetrahedral intermediate, is kinetically and thermodynamically favoured for Ser-AMP compared to Thr-AMP. To quantify free energy values, a 1D reaction coordinate surface that goes through RC and all intermediates and transition states, up to formation of the tetrahedral intermediate was derived and shown in Figure 3.7. This illustrates the free energy variation obtained along the reaction coordinate of the first step of hydrolysis for all six conformers (T1-3 and S1-3) of bound MST1-substrate complexes considered. The initial attack of the water on Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP occurs with a barrier of 14-18 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) and 8-10 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) respectively, and is in fact the overall mechanistic rate limiting step (RLS) for both. Although, as noted below, for Ser-AMP the second step of the overall mechanism has a similar free energy barrier. It should be noted that for all conformations considered, the barrier for this step was higher for Thr-AMP than Ser-AMP by approximately 4-11 kcal mol\(^{-1}\).
Figure 3.7. Thermodynamic properties of the first step of the pre-transfer editing mechanism comparing Thr-AMP to Ser-AMP. All free energy differences are relative to the reaction complexes (RC). Values were extracted by a 1D projection of the 2D umbrella sampling results along the minimal free energy pathway (see Figure 3.6). Distances are denoted in Å.

Extraction of frames from umbrella sampling windows around [RC1,RC2 = (1.6,-1.0)] show an important difference between Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP reaction pathways. In the latter, the metastable intermediate was stabilized by H-bonds between its oxyanion center and two waters. In contrast, for Thr-AMP there were at most only one water (if any) present to stabilize the charge build-up on the oxygen (Figure 3.8). A similar trend is observed for the corresponding tetrahedral intermediate complexes (IC) shown in Figure 3.9. For the IC derived from Ser-AMP, three waters can be seen H-bonded to the oxyanion center. In contrast, for the IC derived from Thr-AMP there are at most one to two water molecules H-bonded to the oxyanion center. This greater stabilization of IC for hydrolysis of Ser-AMP compared to Thr-AMP is also observed energetically: in
hydrolysis of Thr-AMP the IC is approximately isoenergetic with the corresponding RC whereas for Ser-AMP IC lies lower in energy than its corresponding RC by 7-10 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). The increased water accessibility for the case of bound Ser-AMP enabled waters to participate in a greater number of hydrogen bonds with the ligand, in particular its carbonyl group. As a result, hydrolytic editing of Ser-AMP is kinetically and thermodynamically favoured over that of Thr-AMP due to greater stabilization of the negative charge build-up on the substrates’ carbonyl oxygen, and corresponding oxyanion intermediate during the mechanism.

Thus the occurrence of a metastable intermediate in nucleophilic attack of a water on Ser-AMP appears to be due to the presence of waters on the opposite side of ligand from which the hydrolytic water is attacking, that help stabilize the forming oxyanion. This greater solvent driven stabilization also results in the lower free energy barrier described above for nucleophilic attack of the water on Ser-AMP than that obtained for Thr-AMP. It is noted that for both ligands the reverse reaction has similar free energy barriers.

**Figure 3.8.** Representative structures extracted from [RC1, RC2] = [1.6, -1.0] for MST1-bound (A) Thr-AMP and (B) Ser-AMP. The hydrolytic water is denoted by an asterisk (*).
**Figure 3.9.** Representative structures of the tetrahedral intermediate complex, extracted from \([RC1, RC2] = [1.5, 1.0]\), for hydrolysis of MST1-bound (A) Thr-AMP and (B) Ser-AMP.

*Cleavage of the* \(C_{\text{carb}}\)-OP *bond and product formation.* The distance between the carbonyl carbon \((C_{\text{carb}})\) of the amino acid moiety of the aa-AMP substrate and the bridging oxygen of the leaving phosphate group (Scheme 2; \(d_1\)) was elongated from 1.4 Å to 2.5 Å (Figure 3.10). Free energy minima corresponding to the intermediate complex (IC) and product complex (PC) were located at \(d_1 = 1.5\) Å and 2.4 Å, respectively. For both hydrolytic mechanisms (Thr- and Ser-AMP) the transition structures for this cleavage of the \(C_{\alpha}\)-OP bond \((TS^{(2)})\) were located at \(d_1 = 1.95\) Å and were approximately 7-12 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) higher for Thr-AMP and 1-5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) higher for Ser-AMP in free energy than their corresponding RC (Figure 3.10). Interestingly, no significant structural differences were seen for the separation of the amino acid from AMP.

**Figure 3.10.** A 1D umbrella sampling of the elongation of the \(\text{AMPPO} - C_{\text{Carb}}\) distance \((d_1)\).
The successful formation of the product complex was validated by performing an improper angle measurement (CA-OH-O-C improper angle: Figure S7) for the entire duration of the sampling window corresponding to $d_1 = 2.4 \text{ Å}$ (Figure S8). The results obtained indicate that this improper angle fluctuates by $\pm 5^\circ$ for all samplings (Figure S9). The resulting product complexes (PC) obtained for Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP after umbrella sampling were higher in relative free energy than their corresponding reactant complexes (RC) by 10 and 5 kcal mol$^{-1}$, respectively. Thus, the products derived from hydrolysis of Ser-AMP are thermodynamically more favoured compared to those of Thr-AMP. It is noted that in the present study the PCs are in their carboxylic acid forms and thus, further stabilization may be possible via the loss of the acidic proton to solution.

Previously, Ling et al.$^{28}$ had proposed that, based on the crystallographic structures they obtained that Asp112 may act as a base to activate Tyr109, which in turn deprotonates the water that nucleophilically attacks the substrates phosphorus (P) center during hydrolytic editing. However, this seems unlikely given that the distance between side chain oxygen of Tyr109 and P and C$_{\text{carb}}$ centers of Thr- and Ser-AMP are both consistently over 5 Å during the course of the MD simulation. Thus, Tyr109 is not correctly positioned to facilitate nucleophilic attack of the water at either of these centers. Additionally, the deprotonation of water, as our results show, should occur after its nucleophilic attack of the C$_{\text{carb}}$ centre. It is noted that the computational study of the post-translational editing mechanism of leucyl-tRNA synthetase by Matsuno et al.$^{47}$ similarly observed that deprotonation of the water occurred after it had begun nucleophilic attack on the C$_{\text{carb}}$ center of the misacylated aminoacyl-tRNA (aa-tRNAs).

### 3.3.6 Role of MST1 in Pre-transfer Editing.

Previous experimental work$^{28}$ had suggested that pre-transfer editing could occur via two main possible pathways. In one pre-transfer editing occurs in within the
aminoacylation site of MST1 where Ser-AMP is preferentially hydrolysed at a rate 4-times compared to Thr-AMP. In the second potential pathway the aa-AMP ligands are released into the aqueous environment whereby they both could be hydrolyzed. However, this latter process occurs an order of magnitude slower than in the aminoacylation active site and fails to sufficiently discriminate between the two ligands.\textsuperscript{28} The present computational study appears to support the above experimental suggestion that the aminoacylation active site of MST1 is crucial and required for discriminating the non-cognate substrate Ser-AMP from the cognate substrate Thr-AMP both through greater conformational restriction of Thr-AMP and increased water accessibility for bound Ser-AMP. Furthermore, pre-transfer editing proceeds via a substrate-assisted mechanism in which the AMP phosphate acts as a base to help activate the water nucleophile.

3.4 Conclusion

In this study we have computationally investigated the binding of the cognate and non-cognate substrates Thr and Ser-AMP respectively within the aminoacylation active site of yeast mitochondrial threonyl-tRNA synthetase (MST1), and their subsequent pre-transfer editing mechanisms. More specifically, microsecond MD simulations have been used to examine the unbound and bound MST1···aa-AMP complexes, while umbrella sampling and QM/MM-MD have been applied to elucidate the mechanism of pre-transfer editing. In order to elucidate the preference of MST1 for editing against one substrate over the other, particular attention was paid to three descriptors: (i) conformational analysis of the unbound and bound ligands; (ii) key enzyme-substrate hydrogen bonding interactions; and (iii) the water density around the bound ligands.

Importantly, it was observed that when bound within the MST1 aminoacylation active site both aa-AMPs were constrained in a conformation distinct from that observed when they were in the bulk solution. Furthermore, this positioning appears to render both
ligands more susceptible to hydrolysis than in bulk solution. Despite Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP differing by just an additional methylene (the extra -CH2- being in the side chain of the threonyl aminoacyl moiety), the MST1-bound Thr-AMP appears to be more conformationally rigid than Ser-AMP. Water density analysis of the MST1-bound complexes indicated that, as a result of this greater variability and smaller side chain, water is better able to permeate the aminoacylation active site when Ser-AMP is bound. Indeed, water was observed to surround the key phosphate-carbonyl region of Ser-AMP. In contrast, when Thr-AMP is bound water was observed to only permeate on one side of the substrate. This greateravailability of water in the case of bound Ser-AMP not only increased the chances of water being present for hydrolysis to occur, but also provided greater stabilization of the oxyanion center and tetrahedral intermediate formed during the course of the reaction (see below).

The hydrolytic pre-transfer editing of both Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP occurred via a two-step process. More specifically, it is initiated by nucleophilic attack of a water molecule at the carbonyl carbon (C carb) center of the aa-AMP substrate, with the phosphate group acting as the base, to form an oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate. That is, pre-transfer editing proceeds via a substrate-assisted mechanism. Importantly, this first step yielded the only major mechanistic differences between the two ligands. In particular, the free energy barrier for formation of the tetrahedral intermediate was significantly greater for Thr-AMP than Ser-AMP by 4-10 kcal mol⁻¹, which is likely sufficient to kinetically discriminate between these two ligands. Furthermore, for Thr-AMP this process was the clear overall rate limiting step for its hydrolytic pre-transfer editing by MST1.

The structures of the TS and tetrahedral intermediate regions were examined for both ligands. In particular, it was observed that in the case of Ser-AMP the oxyanion center and tetrahedral intermediate are stabilized by at least two or more hydrogen bonds with
active site waters. In contrast, for Thr-AMP only at most one water was observed to form an analogous stabilizing hydrogen bond with the oxyanion or intermediate.

The subsequent cleavage of the \( \text{AMPPO-C}_\text{Carb} \) bond to give the amino acid and AMP was determined to occur for Ser-AMP and Thr-AMP with quite similar free energy barriers to each other. In the case of Ser-AMP this barrier was also in reasonable agreement with the free energy barrier for the first reaction step, nucleophilic attack of a water and formation of a tetrahedral intermediate. Thus, for Thr-AMP this second step in the mechanism has a much lower barrier (by \( \sim 7-10 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \)) than the first. The subsequent product complexes (PC), MST1 with the amino acid and AMP bound in its active site, resulting from hydrolysis of Ser-AMP was thermodynamically much lower in energy by approximately 5-10 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) than those resulting from Thr-AMP. This greater thermodynamic stability of the Ser-AMP derived product complexes is possibly due at least in part to the greater number of hydrogen bonds the now cleaved serine component makes with water (three) compared to the cleaved threonine (two).

The markedly higher overall barrier for hydrolytic editing of the cognate Thr-AMP substrate in the aminoacylation active site compared to that of the non-cognate substrate Ser-AMP is likely sufficient for enabling MST1 to accurately discriminate between them.

### 3.5 Associated Content

**Supporting Information.**

A benchmark study of semiempirical methods for studying the MST1 pre-transfer editing mechanism. The supporting information is available in Appendix A
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Chapter 4: A Critical Role for the Protonation State of the N-terminal Amine of Glucosamine-6-Phosphate Synthase (GlmS) on its Mechanism.

A Computational Investigation
4.1 Introduction

The class II glutamine-dependent amidotransferase (Gn-AT) family of enzymes is central to a variety of important physiological processes in a broad range of organisms from bacteria to mammals. They are multi-active site enzymes; each contains a functionally conserved glutaminase domain but possess a unique synthase domain. At least four known homologous proteins are included in this family of enzymes, which are essential for the biosynthesis of purines, asparagine, glutamate, and hexosamine. A crucial Gn-AT enzyme involved in the latter pathway is glucosamine-6-phosphate synthase (GlmS). More specifically, it is responsible for synthesizing D-glucosamine-6-phosphate (GlcN-6-P) as one of its main products.

GlcN-6-P is a key metabolic precursor for a plethora of important macromolecules in different organisms. For instance, in humans and other mammals it is an important precursor in the synthesis of a variety of glycoproteins, and as a sensory molecule of glucose uptake. In fact, when adipocytes and fibroblasts were exposed to GlcN-6-P they developed insulin resistance and expressed phenotypes similar to type II diabetes in transgenic mice. Subsequent work on the inhibition of GlmS showed that insulin resistance could be prevented, leading to a number of proposed enzyme inhibitors. In bacteria, GlcN-6-P is the precursor of peptidoglycan and lipopolysaccharides (LPS) that are the building blocks of their cell walls. This has resulted in an interest in the development of different inhibitors against GlmS as potential antibiotics. Similarly, in fungi, inhibitors of GlmS have gained interest because GlcN-6-P is the required substrate for chitin formation. Experimentally, it has been shown that in fungi inhibition of this enzyme for even a short period of time is lethal. In contrast, short-term inhibition of human GlmS (Gfat) is not lethal because it is quickly re-expressed and its hexosamine products also have reasonably long lifespans.

Unlike other Gn-ATs, GlmS cannot use exogenous ammonia as a source of nitrogen. That is its overall synthetic role is critically dependent on the hydrolytic deamination of
glutamine in its glutaminase domain to produce free ammonia (Scheme 4.1). The latter is then shuttled to the synthase domain, over 18 Å away, via a hydrophobic channel that helps prevent loss of the ammonia to the solvent. In the synthase domain the NH$_3$ is reacted with D-fructose-6-phosphate (F6P) to produce GlcN-6-P. Protein crystallization with intermediate analogues have shown that GlmS catalysis is modular and occurs in a specific order (see Scheme 4.1). F6P binding in the synthase domain triggers the glutaminase domain to bind L-glutamine and the formation of the ammonia channel, though it is blocked by the Q-loop secondary structure. However, the sealing of the glutaminase domain after L-glutamine binding allows the tunnel to connect. After the products are formed in both domains, the L-glutamic acid leaves first, followed by the GlcN-6-P. This tight regulation also ensures that the ammonia from the glutaminase domain is not lost to the medium.

**Scheme 4.1.** The catalysis of different substrates (glutaminase and synthase domains) within GlmS occur in several distinct stages.

Site-directed mutagenesis and kinetics experiments have suggested that a conserved N-terminal cysteiny1 (Cys1) thiolate is responsible for initiating the nucleophilic attack
against the amide carbon centre of the substrate. Indeed, inhibition and mutational studies have shown that GlmS can be inactivated by covalent modification of the thiol of Cys1 by the glutamine analogue N3-(4-methoxymuromoyl)-l-2,3-diaminopropanoic acid (FMDP). In addition, previous pKa calculations using PROPKA suggested that the buried N-terminal amine of Cys1 has a markedly reduced pKa (~5.3) and is likely neutral at physiological pH. It has been further suggested based on X-ray crystallographic structures that the N-terminal Cys1 amine may be hydrogen bonded to the side chain hydroxyl of Thr606, thus stabilizing the neutral form. Furthermore, mutational and kinetic studies have shown that glycylation of the N-terminus Cys1 amine of GlmS drastically reduces its glutaminase activity. As a consequence, it has been proposed that the Cys1 residue could also act as a mechanistic base via its N-terminal amine group (Scheme 4.2).

Scheme 4.2. Proposed catalytic mechanism of the glutaminase domain of GlmS.

More specifically, it has been proposed that the neutral \( \alpha \)-amine of Cys1 helps activate the thiol of Cys1 via a water molecule that bridges the two groups. The resulting thiolate is then able to nucleophilically attack the glutamine substrate to form a covalently cross-linked tetrahedral oxyanion intermediate. It should be noted that Asn98 and Gly99 have been suggested to form an oxyanion hole to help stabilize the negative charge buildup on the substrate's oxygen during the reaction. The subsequent collapse of the
tetrahedral intermediate occurs with proton transfer, via the active site water, from the Cys-NH$_3^+$ group onto the leaving ammonia (NH$_3$) derived from the glutamine substrate. A water is then activated by the now neutral Cys1 amine to act as a nucleophile to attack the thioester's carbonyl carbon ($C_{\text{carb}}$) to form a second covalently cross-linked tetrahedral oxyanion intermediate. This oxyanion then collapses with cleavage of the thioester's $C_{\text{carb}}$–S$_{\text{Cys1}}$ bond to give glutamic acid (see Scheme 2).

Unfortunately, however, the exact details of the mechanism remain unclear. For instance, covalent modifications can impact catalytic efficiency via disruption of the structure of the glutaminase domain due to possible steric clashes with neighboring residues.$^{20}$ Furthermore, while its glutaminase activity was indeed markedly reduced by such modifications, it was not completely eliminated. As a result, Teplyakov et al.$^9$ have suggested that an ammonium-thiolate ion pair may be the resting state. In addition, the identity of the mechanistic base that activates (deprotonates) the thiol of Cys1 is not well understood.

We have used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and quantum mechanical (QM)-cluster based computational approaches to investigate the protonation state of key active site residues and functional groups, e.g., the α-amine of Cys1. In addition, the influence of the protonation state of $C_{\text{Cys1N}}$H$_2$ on the structure of the active site has been considered. Then, using an ONIOM (QM/MM) based approach the catalytic mechanism of the glutaminase domain of Glucosamine-6-phosphate synthase (GlmS) has been elucidated.

### 4.2 Computational Methods

#### 4.2.1 Preparation of the Sample.

The X-ray crystal structure of a homodimer of glucosamine-6-phosphate synthase (GlmS) from Escherichia coli (Protein Data Bank entry 2J6H, 2.35 Å resolution) was
taken for the computational studies. Mutation of the covalently-linked 5-oxo-L-Norleucine to glutamine in the glutaminase domain, and glucose-6-phosphate to fructose-6-phosphate in the synthase domain, were computationally applied.

The system was hydrogenated in accordance with the protonation states of various charged side chains with PROPKA. It should be noted that histidyl were protonated according to their polar environment. Topology and coordinate files were built with the tleap module of AMBER14. The system was solvated with 87921 TIP3P water molecules, resulting in cubic boxes with an edge length of ~141.1 Å. The solvation achieved a density of 1.05 g/cm³ after equilibration, and contained a total of 282727 atoms. It is worth mentioning that the solvated protein concentration was approximately one half of the original GlmS crystal structure.

4.2.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations

The simulations were performed using the AMBER14 program software with the cuda-enabled graphics processing units (GPUs) version of pmemd. All the simulations used the ff14SB and TIP3P force fields for protein and waters, respectively. The neutral N-terminal cysteinyl, glutamine, and fructose-6-phosphate (F6P) ligands were built with the antechamber program using the ff14SB force field and RESP atomic charges. It should be noted that the charges of Cys1 and F6P fragments, capped by methyl groups, were derived from gas phase optimizations at the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory using Gaussian09 program. Periodic boundary conditions, and an NVT ensemble were applied. A cut-off of 8 Å was applied in real space for long-range electrostatic interactions using the Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) procedure. A timestep of 2 fs was used for both equilibration and production by restricting bond stretches associated with hydrogen atoms through the SHAKE algorithm. The equilibrations were conducted in five stages after energy minimization: (1) Proper geometry of the hydrogen...
atoms, all heavy atoms, including water oxygen, were restrained with a harmonic constant of 50 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\) for 100.0 ps, at 10 K; (2) An identical potential and conditions were applied for an additional 100.0 ps, but with the removal of the restraint on the water oxygens to ensure optimized positions of water with respect to the protein environment; (3) These harmonic constants on the protein heavy atoms was decreased to 5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\) for 100.0 ps; (4) The harmonic potential was removed for 100.0 ps; (5) Finally, the system was gradually heated to 300 K over a time period of 2000.0 ps. The velocities were randomly updated every 10 steps for equilibration stages 1-4 and every 100 steps for stage 5. The production run was conducted for 150 ns following equilibration.

4.2.3 ONIOM (QM/MM) Calculations

All QM/MM calculations were performed within the ONIOM formalism as implemented in the Gaussian 09 suite of programs.\(^{28}\) A suitable, representative structure was extracted from the MD simulation based on the most frequent RMSD population of Cα atoms in GlmS. Due to our interest in studying the deamination reaction of GlmS, our model was extended by two layers of surrounding residues from the deamination active site, and included 1512 atoms. For the mechanism involving N-terminal amino group acting as the base initiator, the QM region included Cys1, N and Cα atom (with corresponding hydrogens) of Gly2, all of Asn98 (except its amino group), N and Cα atom of Gln-99, and the glutamine substrate (apart from its amino group and carboxylic acid group). All other atoms were placed in the molecular mechanics (MM) layer, with regions on the exterior being restrained at their Cα atoms to keep the native conformation of the protein. Optimization, frequency, and Gibbs free energy corrections of structures were performed at the ONIOM [M062x/6-31G(d,p):AMBER96] level of theory within the mechanical embedding (ME) formalism.\(^{30-32}\) The reason for the choice of the M062X functional was due to its ability to reproduce experimental kinetic values as validated by
several independent researchers in the field. Single point calculations of the optimized structures were performed at the ONIOM [M062X/6-311++G(2d,p):AMBER96] ME level of theory, with the appropriate Gibbs free energy corrections.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Stability of the Simulations.

The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the Ca atoms of residues within 20 Å surrounding the deamination site was monitored for GlmS with: (1) protonated and (2) neutral N-terminal amino group (Scheme 4.1). Along the course of the simulation, the RMSD value of the former stayed within the range of approximately 3.5-4.3 Å. The RMSD of the latter varied slightly between 0.8-1.2 Å with respect to the reference crystal structure. Protons cannot be resolved using conventional X-ray crystallography. However, the structure of GlmS with the neutral N-terminal Cys1 amine resembled its crystal structure, which suggests the protonation state of Cys1 is indeed neutral. However, in order to further investigate and confirm our hypothesis, reaction mechanisms of both possibilities were conducted using QM/MM methodologies and proton affinity calculations were conducted with QM-Cluster calculations.
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**Figure 4.1.** The RMSD fluctuations of GlmS of different protonation states. The blue denotes GlmS with positively charged N-terminus, while the red denotes GlmS with neutral N-terminus. (See text for more details.)

### 4.3.2 Interactions Surrounding the Glutamine Substrate.

Visual inspection of the GlmS, with protonated N-terminus, showed that the ligand changed its conformation dramatically with respect to the reference crystal structure. During the simulation, the –NH$_2$ side group of glutamine was found to form a hydrogen bond (H-bond) with the amino group of the glutamine ligand (Figure 4.2). Additionally, hydrogen bond donors such as Asn98 and Gly99 moved away significantly. The amide carbon centre of the ligand was also found to move away from the Cys1 thiol group to a distance of approximately 5.77 Å. This distance is too far for nucleophilic attack.

In GlmS with a neutral N-terminus, on the contrary, the ligand maintained interactions found in the crystal structure, such as its interactions with H-bonding donors (eg. Asn98 and Gly99). The distance of the thiol sulphur to the amide carbon centre was also found to be closer at approximately 3.35 Å. These results suggest that the positive charge in N-terminus disrupts the native interactions of the enzyme.
Figure 4.2. Representative structures, with selected distances shown in Angstroms, extracted from the MD simulations of the glutaminase domain of GlmS with a (A) neutral N-terminus, and a (B) protonated N-terminal Cys1 amine group.

4.3.3 Protonation States of Important Side Groups

GlmS is known to use its Cys1 thiolate side group to attack the amide carbon centre of the glutamine ligand. For this to occur, the thiol group must first be activated by a base. Two likely candidates exist for this: (1) the N-terminal amine group of Cys1 and (2) a nearby His71 residue. PROPKA\textsuperscript{19} results have suggested that the N-terminus of GlmS is neutral with a very low pKa value of approximately 3.5. To validate the protonation states of various residues, a proton affinity study was employed (see computation methods). Our results indicate that the proton affinity of Cys1 thiol group is lower than methylthiol by 28.7 kJ mol\textsuperscript{-1}, and could be more easily deprotonated (Figure 4.3). His71 imidazole group showed a modest increase in proton affinity of 14.2 kJ mol\textsuperscript{-1}. Interestingly, the proton affinity of Cys1 amine group decrease dramatically from methylamine by 54.5 kJ mol\textsuperscript{-1}.
Figure 4.3. The calculated proton affinities (in kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) of various protein side chains compared to their simple molecular counterparts (see computational methods). The calculated proton affinity of water is 1010.0 in kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for reference.

Coupled with the MD simulation, these results suggest that the N-terminal amine is most likely neutral. However, because the proton affinity of N-terminal amine is quite poor, this raises the question of whether it could act as a base to abstract the thiol proton. A neutral His71 on the other hand would be a much better nucleophile, based on its proton affinity. Consequently, both reaction mechanisms (1) and (2) were explored using a QM/MM approach.

4.3.4 N-terminal Amine Acting as the Initial Base (Reaction 1)

In the experimentally proposed mechanism, the N-terminal amino group of Cys1 abstracts its thiol group for nucleophilic attack. For this to occur, the N-terminal amino group and imidazole ring of His71 were kept neutral. The potential energy surface (PES) in Figure 4.4 was explored using a combined QM/MM approach (See computational methods) while the corresponding optimized structures with important distances are
shown in Figure 4.5. In the optimized structure of the reactant complex (RC); TS1; IC1; IC5; TS6; and product complex (PC), the sulfur of the thiol group formed a hydrogen bond (H-bond) with the imidazole proton of His71. This effectively stabilized the Cys1 thiolate, allowing it to be deprotonated easily for a nucleophilic attack which is consistent with our proton affinity study above (Figure 4.3). Interestingly in RC; IC1; IC5; and PC (Figure 4.5), the Cys1 thiol/thiolate formed H-bonding interaction with the N-terminal amino group. As a consequence, the transfer of proton within Cys1 from its thiol group to the N-terminal amino group occurred directly with an energetic barrier of 67.1 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). This large energy barrier associated with the Cys1 thiol deprotonation could be attributed to the amino group (pKa = 8.18) being a poorer proton acceptor than the thiol group (pKa = 5.07).

In the IC1 structure, the C\(\delta\)-S\(\gamma\) distance was 3.5 Å. This distance was decreased to 2.0 Å in IC2 as a result of the nucleophilic attack of the thiolate against the amide carbon, which is slightly further than a typical sulphur-carbon bond of \(~1.8\) Å. Consequently, the amide centre changed from sp\(^2\) trigonal planar with \(\angle C\gamma-C\delta-N\epsilon\) of 114.3° (IC1) to sp\(^3\) with \(\angle C\gamma-C\delta-N\epsilon\) of 109.2° (IC2). The C\(\delta\)-O\(\gamma\) bond distance saw a change from double bond character of 1.2 Å to a single bond character of 1.3 Å; the latter of which is stronger than most C-O single bonds. The formation of an oxyanion in IC2 was stabilized by three hydrogen bond donors, including the –NH\(_2\) side group of Asn98, the –NH– backbone of Gly99, and a water in the active site. In IC2, the –NH\(_2\) group of glutamine ligand participated in H-bond with the N-terminal amino group at a distance of 2.6 Å between the heavy atoms (Figure 4.5). Interestingly, an elongated distance of 1.3 Å between Cys1 amino nitrogen and proton was indicative that the latter was prone to transfer to the –NH\(_2\) group of glutamine. Subsequently, a 7-membered ring was formed in TS3. IC3 resulted in
the thioester substrate intermediate and a free ammonia which was the lowest energy
structure along the PES at -3.8 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). In IC3, the C\(\delta\)-S\(\gamma\) bond was strengthened and
decreased to 1.8 Å while the C\(\delta\) carbon centre regained its sp\(^2\) character.

The structures from RC to IC3 represents the first half of the deamination reaction. It
is known from previous studies of GlmS and other amidotransferases, that the free NH\(_3\)
exists the glutaminase domain through an ammonia channel to the synthase site.\(^9\) Consequently, we replaced the ammonia with a water, and overlaid the energy of IC3
with IC3’ on the PES (Figure 4.4). The addition of water to the thioester intermediate
represented the largest energetic barrier along the PES, which was also the rate limiting
step of the reaction at 74.4 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (Figure 4.5). Like TS3, TS4 also formed a 7-
membered ring in which the oxygen of the water attacked the thioester carbon centre.
Again in IC4, the C\(\delta\) carbon centre of the ligand changed from sp\(^2\) to sp\(^3\). This created the
oxyanion which was stabilized by Asn98, Gly99, and a water. The C\(\delta\)-S\(\gamma\) bond was
elongated from 1.8 Å in IC3 to 2.0 Å in IC4. This weakened C\(\delta\)-S\(\gamma\) bond allowed the
thiolate to become a better leaving group via TS5, which was also a barrierless transition
state. The removal of the thiolate produced the product of the reaction: glutamic acid.
Finally, the regeneration of the thiol group occurred directly from Cys1 N-terminal amino
group. Overall, the final PC lies lower in energy than the RC by -26.3 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), indicating
that the overall mechanism is exothermic.
Figure 4.4 The free energy pathway (in kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) obtained for the conversion of glutamine to glutamic acid with release of ammonia wherein the N-terminal Cys1 amine of GlmS acts as the mechanistic base.
Figure 4.5. QM/MM optimized geometries (see Computational Methods) of intermediates, transition structures, and product complex obtained for the deamination mechanism of glutamine in which the N-terminal amine of Cys1 is neutral and acts as the catalytic base.
4.3.5 *His71 Imidazole Group Acting as the Initial Base (Reaction 2)*

Upon visual inspection of the active site, His71 was in close proximity to the Cys1 thiol group, and was a better nucleophile than the N-terminal amine according to our proton affinity studies (Figure 4.3). We took the RC of reaction 1, and protonated the N-terminus and rotated the dihedral bond corresponding to the Cα-Cβ-Cγ-Nδ by 180°. This placed the histidine within hydrogen bonding distance of the thiol hydrogen.

Unsurprisingly, the proton transfer from Cys1 thiol group to the His71 imidazole group is efficient via TS1 with a small energetic barrier of 4.1 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (Figure 4.6). Structurally, IC1 to IC5 of reaction 2 was very similar to that of reaction 1 (Figure S10). Additionally, the RLS of both reaction pathways was the addition of the water to the thioester intermediate. The energy of this step was higher for reaction 2 than reaction 1 by approximately 20 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), which further supports the fact that Cys1 N-terminal amine is likely deprotonated, and abstracts the proton from the Cys1 thiol group.
Figure 4.6. The free energy pathway obtained for the conversion of glutamine to glutamic acid with release of ammonia wherein the imidazole of His71 acts as the mechanistic base.

Interestingly, there were many energetic differences between these two pathways. For example in reaction 2, the energy of the thioester intermediates (IC3) was 12.0 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) above the RC but for reaction 1, it was 3.8 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) below. Likewise, the deamination step via TS3 was significantly higher in reaction 2 than reaction 1. These differences may be caused by the effect of the charged His71 residue in the active site. These QM/MM results, coupled with our MD and proton affinity studies suggest that a neutral Cys1 N-terminal amine group is most probable.
4.4 Conclusion

In this present study, multiscale computational methods have been used in a stepwise fashion to explore the glutaminase domain of the physiologically important GlmS enzyme, which is conserved in Class II Amidotransferases. Specifically, molecular dynamics (MD), combined quantum mechanics molecular mechanics (QM/MM), and proton affinity studies were employed in synergy to elucidate the reaction mechanism of GlmS.

Cys1 thiolate was found to have depressed proton affinity compared to methylthiolate, which indicated that it could be deprotonated easily. Additionally, Cys1 N-terminal amine group is certainly neutral, and could abstract the proton directly from Cys1 thiol group. Subsequently, the Cys1 thiolate attacks the amide carbon centre of glutamine, and generate an oxyanion species. During the deamination of glutamine, the stabilization of several oxyanions intermediates was required. This was achieved through hydrogen bonding via the –NH$_2$ side group of Asn98, the –NH– backbone of Gly99, and a water. These critical H-bond donors were maintained for GlmS with a neutral N-terminus. On the contrary, GlmS with protonated N-terminus disrupted critical interactions, and effectively destabilized the active site.

The release of the ligand NH$_2$ group occurred simultaneously with the extraction of a proton from the N-terminal amino group via a 7-membered ring transition structure. The thioester intermediate following it was lower in energy than the reactive complex by 3.8 kJ mol$^{-1}$. The next step was the rate limiting step of the reaction with a barrier of 74.4 kJ mol$^{-1}$. The nucleophilic attack of water against the thioester carbon centre occurred also via a 7-membered ring structure. This regenerated the proton of the N-terminal amino group and formed yet another oxyanion on the ligand. After this step, the formation of the thiolate occurred, followed by rapid regeneration of the Cys1 thiol through abstraction of the proton from the N-terminal amino group. Overall, the process is exothermic, with a change in energy of -26.3 kJ mol$^{-1}$. 
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Although an alternative reaction mechanism whereby a nearby His71 extracts the proton of the Cys1 thiol group was deemed enzymatically feasible, it seems unlikely based on the protonation states of GlmS.

Overall, this study complements previous experimental evidences that the N-terminus of GlmS is neutral, and could act as a nucleophile for activating Cys1 thiol group. More importantly, we have been able to computationally elucidate GlmS deamination mechanism. In addition, we were able to identify key residues and characteristics of the reaction such as the rate limiting step.

4.5 Associated Content

Supporting Information.

A QM/MM potential energy surface the mechanism of His71 acting as a base. The supporting information is available in Appendix B.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, multi-scale computational studies were used to study enzymes containing more than one catalytic active site. Specifically, the chemistry involved in the pre-transfer editing of yeast mitochondrial threonyl-tRNA synthetases (MST1) and the deamination of GlmS were elucidated.

In chapter 2, the reaction mechanism of pre-transfer editing of MST1 was investigated using microsecond molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and umbrella sampling, employing quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics simulations (QM/MM-MD). Additionally, the basis on how MST1 is able to discriminate between the cognate threonyl-AMP (Thr-AM) and the noncognate seryl-AMP (Ser-AMP) has been elucidated. Our results indicate that the aminoacyl-AMP (aa-AMP) uses substrate-assisted pre-transfer editing mechanism, whereby a catalytic water engages in the nucleophilic attack of its carbonyl centre. The catalytic water is activated through the phosphate oxygen of the aa-AMP via the extraction of its proton. This is a two-step process. The first step results in the formation of a tetrahedral carbon intermediate and an oxyanion. Interestingly, the oxyanion in Thr-AMP was stabilized by less hydrogen bonding waters than Ser-AMP. As a result, Ser-AMP is preferentially hydrolyzed due to kinetic and thermodynamic stabilization. Overall, our MD simulations indicate that the greater water density is caused by the decreased steric interactions of Ser-AMP compared to Thr-AMP, which increased water density in the active site of the former.

In the second and last step, the formation of the amino acid and adenosine monophosphate (AMP) occurs through the elongation of the carbon-phosphate oxygen bond, which changed the sp³ character of the carbon centre to sp². These results are in agreement with experimental studies.¹²

In chapter 4, the deamination active site of GlmS was explored using MD simulations and ONIOM methods. Existing literature predicted that the N-terminus of GlmS is neutral,
and required for activating the Cys1 thiol group.\textsuperscript{3} We were able to confirm their predictions through MD simulations. Interestingly, our results showed that a neutral N-terminus is crucial for the structural integrity of the enzyme, and has a favourable free energy barrier compared to an alternative mechanism. Specifically, we were able to show that the rate limiting step of the reaction was the nucleophilic attack of water against the thioester carbon intermediate, which had a free energy barrier of 74.4 kJ mol\textsuperscript{-1}. The energy barrier of the alternative mechanism, involving a neutral His71 acting as a base, was higher at 93.7 kJ mol\textsuperscript{-1}. Several enzyme residues, including the side group of Asn98 and the amine hydrogen of Gly99, and a water were seen to stabilize a recurring oxyanion in both reaction mechanism. Overall, based on our MD, ONIOM and proton affinity study, the reaction mechanism whereby the N-terminus extracts the proton is favoured over His71 acting as a base.

MST1 and GlmS are just two different examples studied, and this thesis does not address all aspects of the chemistry of multi-active site enzymes. However, significant contributions have been made in both categories of biomolecules. For example, we discovered that MST1 uses a substrate assisted mechanism for pre-transfer editing, which could be extended to all threonyl-tRNA synthetases and perhaps other aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases as well. GlmS, on the other hand, shares its N-terminal deamination domain with other type II amidotransferases. This class of enzymes encompasses many other enzymes, involved in different physiological processes from bacterial cell wall synthesis to nucleotide biosynthesis to glutamic acid synthesis. By understanding the chemistry of these two enzymes, it could lead to improvements in the design of pharmaceutical agents against a plethora of diseases, which are associated with these enzymes. The field of computational enzymology is still relatively young, and there is still much left to do in future works. These include identifying novel chemistry within enzymes as well as designing pharmaceutical drugs using computational chemistry.
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Appendix A
Figure S1. Thr-AMP (red) is able to bind MST1 in two distinct conformations by switching H-bonding to phosphate group between Gln180 (x-axis) and Gln292 (y-axis) through rotation of its phosphate group. Along each axes, a probability distribution of the distances are shown.

Benchmark Modeling of Ser-AMP Hydrolysis

We performed a static QM calculation in order to find a suitable semi-empirical method to use for QM/MM-MD umbrella sampling. This is because of the high computational costs associated with umbrella sampling employing Density Functional Theory (DFT). Geometry optimization were performed with Gaussian09 rev.D software\(^1\) using DFT with B3LYP/6-31G**. The polar environment was provided by Conductor-Like Polarizable Continuum Model (CPCM, \(\varepsilon = 78.5\)).\(^2,3\) The reactant (RC), product (PC), and transition states (TS) were successfully optimized. In addition, an intrinsic reaction coordinate calculation was run on the transition in order to find good descriptors for the reaction. This information is shown below.
Figure S2. The reaction coordinates defined for the pre-transfer editing hydrolysis using CPCM B3LYP/6-31G(d,p).

Evaluation of Different Semi-empirical Methods

AM1/d

Figure S3. The potential energy surface generated by AM1/d method.
Appendix A

**PM3**

![Figure S4](image1.png)

**Figure S4.** The potential energy surface generated by PM3 method.

**PM6**

![Figure S5](image2.png)

**Figure S5.** The potential energy surface generated by PM6 method.
Validating the Formation of the Product Complex. Since the second step of the reaction changes the reactant from the tetrahedral intermediate to the trigonal planar intermediate, it is possible to determine the successful formation of the product complex by observing the improper angles associated with the structure. Below, we have highlighted the definition of the improper angle used. Values closer to 0 signify the successful formation of the product complex.

![Improper Angle Diagram]

**Figure S7.** Definition of improper angle used to confirm the formation of the product complex from the intermediate complex.
For both Thr-AMP and Ser-AMP, the improper angles show that the product was indeed formed from the intermediate since there was a small deviation from 0 degrees (Figure S9) from 30 degrees.

**Figure S8.** The improper angle defined in *Figure S7* over 15 ps in the sampling window corresponding to $d_1 = 1.5$ Å for both Thr-AMP (left) and Ser-AMP (right).

**Figure S9.** The improper angle defined in *Figure S7* over 15 ps in the sampling window corresponding to $d_1 = 2.4$ Å for both Thr-AMP (left) and Ser-AMP (right).
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Appendix B
Figure S10. Optimized intermediates and transition state structures within the deamination site of the GlmS where the N-terminal amino group is positively charged, and a nearby His71 acts as a catalytic base.
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